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• Carlton James acquired a Debt and Equity investment into
3tone, a music management company and i2 Media, a media
management firm, both with extensive verticles in their respective
industries
• Carlton James made an appearance at the Planning Futures
conference held by Adif Communications in Tel Aviv
• Equalisation and restructure confirmed for June

CARLTON JAMES GROUP
APPEARED AT PLANNING
FUTURES CONFERENCE IN
TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
On the 28th May 2019, Carlton James attended the Planning
Futures conference in Tel Aviv. The significance of the
conference lies in reforms occurring in Israel, disturbing
profitability of distribution channels, such as investment
professionals, insurance agents, financial planners and
pension consultants.
At the conference, John Gilfillan, the head of sales for Carlton
James gave a presentation about how the Diversified Alpha
Fund, a regulated offshore Mutual Fund, addresses new
regulatory challenges Israel faces. The fund is designed to
provide investors with results that exceed market expectations
and create yield factors, while simultaneously protecting and
managing against risk.

CHANGE FROM SERIES
SHARE ACCOUNTING TO
EQUALISATION
Carlton James Group (CJG) are currently in the process
of changing both of ther Cayman based investment funds
from series share accounting to the equalisation method of
accounting. Both funds are monthly traded. However, under
series share accounting every time new investors enter the fund
at the start of the month, they buy into a new series of shares.
These series are then consolidated at the end of the year. This
is an accurate and fair way to account. This does cause issues
with publishing fund prices, with many fund pricing groups only
stating series one.
The move to equalisation accounting will mean that all
investors hold the same series of share, no matter when they
enter the fund, which will mean only one easy to understand
NAV is published each month. This is also an accurate way
to account, and this change will lead to many more available
distribution channels for the funds, which will in turn lead to
better performance.

THE DIVERSIFIED ALPHA
FUND
HAS
INVESTED
INTO TWO NEW EXCITING
COMPANIES, 3TONE AND I2
MEDIA
The Carlton James Group, a private investment group
specialising in diversified portfolios across varying global asset
classes including equity, FX trading and real estate, is proud
to announce its debt and equity investment into the music
management group, 3tone and the media management group,
i2Media.
3tone is a multifaceted and all-encompassing music
management company, delving into all layers of managing,
producing and ultimately delivering quality music. 3tone
consists of: 3tone Art; 3tone Management; 3tone Media; 3tone
Productions; 3tone Publishing; and 3tone Records.
3tone directors, Dean Roberts and Christoffer Borud, have both
had enormously gilded careers. Dean Roberts has worked
alongside world-renowned platinum selling artists, such as
Amy Winehouse, orchestrating over 15 million sales of the hit
single, Back to Black. Christoffer Borud originally started in live
music, working alongside platinum selling artists such as John
Newman.
i2 Media is: an international magazine publisher, distributing
throughout the UK, US and overseas; producer of live events;
a digital publisher of websites, social media and applications;
and content and digital marketing agency. i2 Media consists
of: i2Media; i2Digital; i2Content; i2e-comms; and Train Fitness.
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